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COVER PICTURE: A rare Bentley, this was a Corniche built to
special order by the Mulsanne division of Bentley Motors in 1939,
but it had an unhappy end; see Brian’s Continental article on p 35
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Chairman’s Chat
It’s Good to be Out . . .

. . . Of the woods that is, if you’ve followed my theme
from our last issue. Freedom Day came later than billed
but now after so long doing very little the RREC Wessex
Section Summer Social Season has finally arrived. So
everything has been telescoped into a very short and
breathless time slot.

We launched a quartet of summer picnics, al fresco,
to tempt you all out with the first near Wareham in
Dorset only days after lift off. As far as I can tell, this was a venue new to us, but
it really proved most attractive set in acres of beautifully manicured gardens.
The owners would love us to return too.

Our second was set in a verdant cow pasture on member Barry Fry’s farm
on the edge of the New Forest. Thinking we might rattle around in such a huge
chunk of arable countryside I also invited members of the Wessex Riley
Register group who brought along two beautiful open topped pre-war Riley cars
to add to our larger grouping of Bentley and Rolls-Royce models. Good job they
had hoods, too, because the weather at Wareham did not hold out.

The third of our garden parties took place at the new home of our Somerset
County Contact Gary Wragg.  Just after I’ve had to write this
note. Gary promised a number of delights of the historic steam-powered variety.
That just leaves our Wiltshire picnic on 25th September to look forward to.

We’ve now been able to fix a physical AGM date after a long absence - it’s
on Saturday 11th September, since you ask, at East Boldre Village Hall. You
will have been sent full details by the time you read this and as a special offer
you will be getting two AGM’s for the price of one. RREC Board Member Phillip
Brooks has promised to attend to tell of the changes at national level.

Another overdue outing is the long-promised visit to the new
Sandhurst, Surrey premises of Frank Dale & Stepsons on October 23rd. Just
before my birthday . Full details on our website at rrecwessex.org.uk
My thanks to everyone who assisted in getting these social events under way in
record time and also to those who attended.  If you fancy joining our committee
as a social event coordinator do get in touch with me or our Secretary Steve
before the AGM.

Brian
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ISA Coming?   Don’t Panic
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Whenever  the Government has a
crazy idea they give it a name

that makes it sound splendid.   So
motorways with no hard shoulder -
agreed by all to be a
dangerous economy
are called ‘smart’.  In
the same way a
system to prevent a
car from being driven
faster than the speed
limit is called ‘Intellig-
ent speed assist’
ISA.  In fact it’s
anything but
intelligent.  Would
you really want the
car to refuse to go any faster, just when
you are trying to overtake a lorry?
 Over-riding speed control is done
by blocking further pressure on the
accelerator,or by giving a warning
signal - an all  too familiar ‘ping’.
 At one time it was feared that this
system would be obligatory on all cars
sold after April next year, but
reassurance from the SMMT states that
it’s an EU directive and won’t be
applied to this country - yet!   My
brother Hugh was planning to buy his
next car before this nonsense came in,
but now he can relax.
 The picture showing the nav screen
of his Mercedes reveals the speed limit,
in this case 20 mph, a reasonable

figure for a busy Weston Sreet, but it’s
advisory only.  The hard truth which
authorities will never accept is that not
all speed limits are reasonable.  Worst

of all is the
random 70
restriction on
motorways and
dual carriage-
ways which is
why more than
half of drivers
ignore it when
conditions are
good.  How
can the same
limit apply

when it’s pouring with rain and the road
is busy, as when the roads are dry and
there is little traffic?
 The official obsession with speed
ignores the plain truth that the chief
cause of accidents is not speed, but
inattention.
 Fortunately this threat of another
stage in the move towards automatic
control of cars does not threaten us,
and again I say ‘yet’.   The day might
come when even your 60-year old
Rolls-Royce has to be fitted with an ISA
system to be allowed on the roads.

Stuart Bladon
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Wessex Section dutifully observed the rule
forbidding meetings of more than six.   But
when Freedom Day came on 19th July, the
bans were thrown away.  We started with a
Visit to Holme Garden Centre

Report by Gary Trinder (right)

On Saturday 24thJuly we
visited the Holme Garden

Centre situated just a few miles
from Wareham. The centre is
privately owned and operated
by Simon and Liz Goldsack,
who made the Wessex Section
members and gusts very
welcome. Six club cars
assembled spanning 73 years
of Rolls-Royce and Bentley

motoring. The earliest car was
my own R-R 20hp, with a Silver
Dawn, Bentley S2, R-R Silver
Shadow, R-R Corniche and R-
R Silver Seraph, all looking
pristine on the carefully
manicured lawn of the private
garden in which our cars were
displayed.

The Holme Garden Centre
itself is a fabulous place to visit,

Four of the cars at Holme Garden centre.  From left: 1972 Silver Shadow (Tony
Littlefair) in same Meditarranean blue as the 1979 Corniche (Stuart Bladon),
Bentley S2 lwb with coachwork by James Young (Johnnie Gallop), and 1988
Silver Seraph (Mike Dant). Pic: Gary Trinder Concluded overleaf



Holme Garden visit concluded

Gather round,
chaps, Gary’s
beautiful engine
is on view.
Beside the 20
hp is chairman
Brian Palmer’s
superb Silver
Dawn.
Pic: Stuart
Bladon

with seven acres of gardens
which are all immaculately
presented. The orchard café,
with indoor restaurant and
outdoor seating by the side of a
very attractive pond containing
many species of cold-water fish,
was the perfect setting for a
relaxed luncheon.
      The menu was extensive,
and the food of high quality.
Some members chose to take
their own picnic and dine
alongside the highly polished
metal in the wooden side
building in case of showers.
      In one area of the garden, is
a large amphitheatre, used for
outdoor plays, music and like
entertainment.
      To complement the vast

selection of plants, is a
comprehensively stocked farm
shop, which is well worth a visit.
      When we departed from
home in Lower Parkstone, the
weather was looking a little
dubious, however by lunchtime,
it had improved and the clouds
lifted, making an amble around
the seven acres a very pleasant
way of walking off lunch.
      If you haven’t visited the
Holme Garden Centre, then it is
to be thoroughly recommended.
Thanks to Brian Palmer for
organising this outing, and to
Simon and Liz for hosting us.
.

Gary Trinder
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Headline sponsor

/lancasterins @lancaster_ins
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40th RREC Membership award to John Ryley

John Ryley receiving
his 40-year RREC
membership badge
from RREC Chairman
David Wyld during
the North of England
rally special week-
end at the Majestic
hotel in Harrogate
on 31st July.
Pic: Georgia Cheer
Ryley

John has been a member of Wessex section for the same number of
years and has served on the Wessex section committee as Treasurer.
He also has a wide catalogue of photographs he took of the Section’s
many events which were published through numerous years of the se-
cion‘s newsletters.    Congratulations John!

New Forest Picnic 7th August
Two RR’s Combine

Report by Brian Palmer

In the middle of last year’s Covid
surge our member Barry Fry very

kindly offered use of the family  farm
which seemed ideal with a huge flat
pasture well away from the public -
but in came the Government’s Rule of

Six to scupper our plans two weeks
beforehand.

Roll forward a year and Barry Fry
proffered the same bucolic
arrangements well away from prying
eyes. I further extended the invitation
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to the Wessex Section of the Riley
Register whose Chairman I discovered
lived close to me. And why not? The
field had room for several hundred cars
 We had a really interesting
selection of cars and their equally
interesting owners, and David and
Dianne Weeks travelled all the way
from Salisbury in their pristine rebuilt
1936 Riley Lynx tourer. Interestingly
they’d rebuilt it from a kit of restored
parts purchased in Holland from an
owner who’d lost interest. And all of the
instructions he left for them were
helpfully in Dutch. Fellow Riley
Register enthusiast Nick Fletcher came
in a replica Riley MPH sports car which
he’d built from scratch. .

My Silver Seraph and Gary
Trinder’s matching Bentley Arnage
acted as sentinels to greet arrivals as
they emerged down the narrow farm
track and into the arena-sized sward.  I
don’t think I’d ever seen Steve Wilks’s
Hooper-bodied 20/25 before in daylight
and the faired-in wing mirrors are a
rare and modern feature.  Steve tells
me they even do the job that they were

intended for as he uses them for
reversing into his garage.

Andrew and Tarnia Roan from
Melksham brought their lovely 1933
20/25 (GEX24) complete with a unique
coupe body by Rippon Bros . This car
is affectionately known as Tittyfaloo.

Tony Littlefair repeated his
attendance at our Wareham Picnic in
his immaculate Mediterranean Blue
Silver Shadow. Stuart, our stalwart
editor, came in his similarly hued
Corniche and trouble with the hood
relay turned into a blessing as the
weather turned from sunny to cloudy,
then glowering and finally tempestuous
and wet as we  set-up our picnics.

Despite the uncooperative weather
I think everyone enjoyed the
experience and the drive into the New
Forest which is never a hardship is it?
And within miles the rain disappeared.
So thank you Barry. If you’ll have us
again next year, we’ll be back, and we
may yet fill that lush and verdant glebe
with even more fabulous Wessex
motor cars.

Brian Palmer
Line-up of club cars and
below the 1936 Riley Lynx of
David and Dianne Weeks
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Update from HMS Queen Elizabeth
Forwarded by Michael and Lynn Firth,

our liaison team controlling Wessex affiliation

HMS Queen
Elizabeth on
exercises
Atlantic Trident
and Steadfast
Defender off the
coast of
Portugal at the
end of May

Detailed notes and itineraries of
the Ship’s work this year were

provided, but much too long to
include here.  So we have extracted
some of the key points, as follows:
 As we write to you, our key
affiliate, we are now realising the
predicted ‘firsts’ from last year’s
Review. HMS Queen Elizabeth is
currently on transit towards the South
China Sea for our much anticipated
passage of this congested and
contested water space.  We continue
to push new boundaries and
normalise operation of the world’s
first fifth generation aircraft carrier.
 In the waters of the Indo-Pacific
we can reflect on our predecessor,
the first HMS Queen Elizabeth; Web
island off Sumatra marks the site of
our Battle Honour of Sebang in 1944.
 The Ship made a welcome return
to sea on 1st March, and training our
future officers was an unexpected
but welcome challenge when we

embarked a cohort of officer cadets
from BRNC Dartmouth.
 In our final few days in
Portsmouth we were honoured to be
visited by the First Sea Lord, Chief of
the Air Staff and the Defence
Secretary.  The visit of the Prime
Minister on 21st May was also a
highlight for the Ship’s company.
 Prior to sailing we were hugely
honoured to receive a visit from Her
Majesty The Queen.   This was
particularly poignant as it was one of
the first visits the Queen had
conducted since the death of our
Lord High Admiral, Prince Philip.
 On sailing from Cyprus the
transit of the Suez Canal was a high
point for the Ship’s company, and
another record for the Royal Navy as
the largest British warship to have
navigated the Canal
 We look forward to updating you
and thank  you for your continued
support.
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The Leading Online

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

0121 773 7000
enquiries@bettercarlighting.co.uk

www.bettercarlighting.co.uk

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

Headlight bulbs
Flashers
Sidelights

We can supply special conversions to equip
early cars with orange indicators hidden within
the original red rear lights plus white sidelight

bulbs which flash orange.

NEW
Superb PL700
reproduction
headlights
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● SPECIALISING IN POST-WAR MODELS
TO PRESENT DAY

● ESTABLISHED IN 1983
● EASY ACCESS TO OUR WORKSHOPS

FROM M5 AND A30
● SALES / SERVICE / PARTS
● COURTESY CAR / COLLECTION AND

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
● ALL VEHICLES STORED INSIDE

OVERNIGHT
● VISIT THE WEBSITE TO VIEW OUR

LATEST CARS FOR SALE

01392 439283
enquiries@specialistcarssw.com

Alphin Centre, Alphin Brook Road,
Marsh Barton, Exeter EX2 8RG

www.specialistcars-southwest.co.uk



Miracles in a small garage
Jolyon Willans shows what can be
achieved when space is at a premium

When my friend Gathorne Gough, pictured with his Alvis alongside my Rolls at the
Goodwood Revival in 2015, saw the narrowness of my garage he was amazed by

what I had achieved in such cramped conditions and persuaded me to record it

Returning from Dawney Lake where
we had attended a Surrey Branch

RREC meeting organised by Art
Ramirez in early September, I had to
top up the radiator three times so clearly
I could not delay remedial action any
longer. Advice received was that the
radiator core would have to be replaced.
       Vintage Radiators quoted £4,500
plus VAT and it would be 8 months

before the work could be done. There
are not many people who make or will fit
new radiator cores which have to be
made and soldered into the frame of the
beautiful Rolls-Royce grill so, not for the
first time, I consulted that DIY bible, The
Survivor by Charles Vyse.
      He had used Bryan in Tunbridge
Wells and it had cost him £1,700 with
Vyse doing the work. Bryan responded

                     Contd overleaf
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positively but could no longer match
that "one off" deal of a few years back
but quoted £2,500 all inclusive. My
wife, and everyone, apart from Rolls
and Bentley owners, still thought this
was a huge sum for a new radiator
but, compared with that first quote, it
was encouraging.
      Removing the radiator should
have been pretty straightforward and
in a workshop with an engine lift it
would have been. However my
garage is just wide enough to allow

me 4 inches on either side of the door
frame, and inside, where it is only
slightly wider, it was all very cramped.
      This was definitely to be a two-
man lift. There is a pub close to
where the Rolls is garaged below the
walls of Windsor Castle and, strolling
over to the beer garden, I asked a
man, who was on his own, if he would
be prepared to help lift a radiator out
of an 82-year old Rolls.   Within 5
minutes he was back in the pub and
the radiator was on the work bench.

Coolant drained, top hose
removed, it was also
necessary to remove the
drain tap from the bottom
of the radiator to allow the
radiator to clear the front
axle - quite trickey without
the correct small spanners
and lying on one's back. A
head torch helped
illuminate the two bolts
that had to be extracted -
it was pretty dark inside
the garage even with the
up and over door open.

Two more nuts with springs and
washers from the two pins at
the bottom and sides of the
radiator had to be undone and
and then the radiator was ready
to be removed from the car.
This was the stage at which
Jolyon commandeered
assistance from the pub
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Miracles in a small garage, Contd
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After labelling the shutters, these
came away disconcertingly easily and
I borrowed another "friend" to put the
heavy radiator into the back of my
BMW for my first trip to Tunbridge
Wells.
       Lloyd Bryan has a tiny, almost
Victorian workshop, off a street in
Tunbridge Wells, accessed down a
narrow passage way. Lloyd was a big
strong 78-year old. When he had
retired, the main dealer for whom he
had been working wanted to buy his
small workshop but he declined the
offer and has worked for himself
thereafter.
       He had to wait several weeks for
the new core that he had ordered from
that same Vintage Radiators.  Once
fitted and soldered into place I
collected it and, after some
frustrations when the shutters would
not go back (I think there may have
been some errant solder blocking the
top runners), Lloyd told me to bring
the whole lot back to him, shutters and
all.  He put it all together at no extra
charge so, two days later and after my
fourth visit to Tunbridge Wells, I
returned with the radiator.
(After note: when I mentioned Bryan to
my local RR garage, Mike Hibbert

recalled that he had had a radiator
done by him. It was fine except that
Bryan refused to return the old core
maintaining that this was his salvage.
Not unreasonably Mike argued,
unsuccessfully, that it belonged to the
owner. I was more than happy for him
to retain my old blocked up core.
      This time I chanced upon two
young men who were visiting Windsor
from Kosovo They needed little
persuasion to assist me. While I was
under the car guiding the two pins at
the bottom of the radiator into their
securing sockets I was advised "Mind
your fingers Sir," by the enthusiastic
foreign visitors who spoke excellent
English. (I think and hope they
enjoyed helping out this eccentric old
Englishman with his even older car!)
       I ordered a new gasket for the
drain tap from Fiennes (although I had
used a self made one before it arrived)
and after a fiddly and tortuous
performance everything was back
together.   Before filling with expensive
Blue antifreeze I wisely tested with
water, which promptly returned to the
garage floor as the drain tap was still
open!    On 31 January we had an
uneventful return trip to Henley with no
coolant loss and steady temperature.

Refitting the radiator shutters gave
problems which defeated Jolyon and
called for another visit to Tunbridge

      While waiting for the radiator, I
took the opportunity to install flashing
direction indicators to supplement,
but not replace, the original
semaphore arms. From  a Torpedo
Light conversion kit from Stafford
Vehicle Components (SVC) that fitted

        Concluded oerleaf
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neatly inside the existing front, wing-
mounted, torpedo-style front side
lamps I fed new wires back from the
orange bulbs towards the fuse box.
      I also noticed the left front axle
rebound rubber stop was missing
and the housing damaged. Fiennes
provided replacements, which I fitted,
after more time lying on my back
struggling with old rusty bolts.
       With the radiator back and the
winter weather continuing I next
ordered two flashing relays from  SVC
together with two pedestal indicator
lamps which came complete with “MG
TD/TF rear bumper brackets”.  By
chance those brackets were ideal and
the lamps fitted easily onto the rear
bumper using existing bolts. Thankfully
there was no need to drill new holes or
to find new chrome bolts.

I mounted the relays onto the outside of the
glove box beneath the instrument panel. To
minimise confusion I teed-in a yellow wire
into the live wire going to the left semaphore,
and a blue wire to the right.
      Oh yes, to facilitate laying the wires from
the rear indicators beside the original cables
along the chassis members I had lifted all
the floor boards and took the opportunity to
replace the main, disintegrating, front floor
board. I traced the shape of the original
board onto new plywood, leaving the hole to
allow access for the gearbox dip stick and
cut out areas around the base of the gear
box and handbrake. Now, covered by the
carpets, it is certainly firmer, more secure
and perhaps a bit quieter.

I am sure members would be interested
to know of a skilled craftsman who has set
up his own workship in Gosport.  Justin
Newman used to work for the Royal
Household in Windsor Castle and moved to

    With yellow wire for the left side
front and rear indicators and blue for
the right, I followed a diagram found
on the web, courtesy of the Morris
Register Magazine.

  Concluded from p 15



Gosport to be near his widowed father
two years ago. Within his workshop he
has a bay available enabling him to work
on the wood work of any vehicle.
Last month I drove my 1935 20/25
Salmon Tickford tourer there (radiator
not leaking!) and left it for him to bring
the woodwork back to life around the
windows. Over the last 86 years the
wood had weathered and bits were
missing over the left rear passenger
door window.

I attach some before (left) and after
(right) photos to illustrate the quality of
his work.  I know that he would be
delighted to have the opportunity to do

similar work on any member’s car, and if
anyone is interested I would gladly pass
on the details.   Please e-mail me on
jolyonwillans@gmail.com. . (That said,
avoid Gosport in rush hour or when the
school children are being collected as I
did not enjoy the last 30 minutes of my
drive there from Windsor!)
      In addition to products purchased
from SVC, I found Vehicle Wiring
Products most helpful and quick to
respond, and Fiennes for those Rolls-
Royce spares.

Jolyon Willans
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The Somerset Light Handicap Picnic
Sunday 15th August 2021

It was held on a newly-mown field
kindly made available by our Somerset

representative Gary Wragg (left)

Report by our roving observer (with apologies to
1930s British Movietone News)
Cue upbeat music and commentary in plummy pre-
war tones

“Large crowds gathered at a
secret Somerset venue for the

third in the Wessex Section’s great
summer lineup of picnics. Our
Chairman turned up in some foreign-
sounding and distinctly modern
vmachine but he was already beaten
to the starting grid by ace veteran
driver Stuart Bladon in the blue
Corniche with four-legged riding
mechanic Mickey.

“Peter Brown and Roger slid so
quietly into their position in a Silver
Cloud 1 that other competitors

wondered if this was powered by
some new kind of motive power to do
with magnets. John and Georgia
Cheer Ryley entered one of the older
cars competing today, a 1926 20HP
model,  which is still performing
valiantly just as its makers intended.
Lynn and Michael Firth chose their
sleek pale blue Bentley Arnage this
time and jolly good it was to see
them again.

“David Geach was there in a
very smart 1933 20/25 with
handsome sports saloon coachwork
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The Ryleys’ 1926 20 hp and (right) Gary Wragg’s ready-to-go fire engine

by Mann Egerton, that well-known
East Anglian concern. Richard
Charnley former editor of Spirit &
Speed turned out a very racy 1997
Bentley Turbo R, Tony Lowther
campaigned a lovely Shadow II, Tony
Littlefair from Lymington in a ’72
Shadow while Nigel Bechelet lined-
up alongside the twin entries of host
Gary Wragg, one a stately-looking
pre-war Royce and something sporty
called an Aston Martin.

“Just in case the promised action
became overheated our host had
also turned out the splendid pre-war
ex-Brooklands Dennis fire engine
while a neighbour brought along his

sleek Lagonda LG45 Rapide to act
as course car.

“After much initial revving up, the
flag went down and the doughty
picnickers were off.  Chairs, tables
and every kind of refreshment and
nourishment appeared from nowhere
as the lunchtime Grands Prix got
under way. No rain dared to rain on
this parade by Jove and everyone
thoroughly enjoyed this helter-skelter
of mad-cap jollity.

“The next round of this classic
clambake takes place on 25th
September in Wiltshire.  Miss it and
miss out.”
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Line-up of some of our 12 cars at the Somerset picnic and (right) a rogue
Bentley rival - Lagonda LG45 Rapide. :Pics: Brian Palmer and Stuart Bladon



2002 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL R 63000 miles - Finished in Silver Storm with main hide in Cotswold and
secondary hide in French Navy Blue, Regarded as one of the last real Bentleys, Only 131 of these vehicles were
made. £69,950

2017 BENTLEY
BENTYGA
37000 mi les
Finished in stunning metallic
moonbeam silver paint main
hide in linen with secondary
hide in beluga, Mulliner
specification, Panoramic
sunroof, excellent condition.

£89,950
1999 ROLLS-ROYCE
SILVER SERAPH
45000 miles from New
Finished in Royal Blue with
Cotswold Hide Interior Piped in
French Navy. This vehicle
comes with Sunroof. FSH. This
vehicle is totally immaculate
throughout. £39,950

2006 BETLEY GT
21000 MILES
Finished in Stunning Metallic
Moroccan Blue with Portland
Interior & Secondary Hide in
Nautic Blue. Dark Stained Burr
Walnut Veneer, Upgraded
Infotainment System, FSH.

£34,500

1994 BENTLEY
CONTINENTAL R
122 000 miles
Finished in Georgian Silver with
Slate Grey Interior, Individual
rear seats, Burr Walnut Veneer
with Veneered rear picnic
tables, Flying B Mascot Superb
Condition. £29,950

http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/AZURE/AETV81975312
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV81975312');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/S3/AETV41710915
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV41710915');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/ARNAGE/AETV23781963
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV23781963');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV91811180
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV91811180');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV66227952
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV66227952');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV67444798
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV67444798');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/BROOKLANDS/AETV45862430
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV45862430');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/T-SERIES/AETV40416641
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV40416641');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/PHANTOM-DROPHEAD/AETV90691233
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV90691233');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/CORNICHE-CONVERTIBLE/AETV84004753
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV84004753');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV62276914
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV62276914');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT/AETV99107162
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99107162');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT-II/AETV99374704
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99374704');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV17635685
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV17635685');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SHADOW-II/AETV93547989
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV93547989');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/AZURE/AETV81975312
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1998 BENTLEY BROOKLANDS R £29,950
Finished in stunning Peacock Blue with Magnolia interior and dark blue carpeting piped in
magnolia. Bentley logos embossed to all four headrests, Chrome instrument bezels, Rear quarter
mirrors, Engine start button to centre console, Perforated Two Tone steering wheel in Black with
Peacock Blue. This Bentley is a final limited-edition car, number 18 of 100 ever built with a
numbered plaque to the centre of the dashboard. This Brooklands R has the 6.75 V8 engine
that produces 325BHP. Only 35,000 Miles from new. Full Service History. Immaculate
Condition Throughout.
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Great day out
The South of England rally at

Stansted Park - Report by
Terry Unwin

Just as in 2020, the South of Eng-
land Rally had to be postponed this

year to Saturday, August 28th, the be-
ginning of the Bank Holiday weekend.
      Despite slow traffic we arrived at
c. 11.00, the appointed opening time
to find that the rally field was already
graced by probably half of the eventu-
al 150+ cars that attended. However,
we were swiftly and efficiently guided
to our parking place by the many mar-
shals on hand to assist.
      After the necessary comfort break
and returning the trophy I was fortu-
nate enough to win last year in our S1
Continental, we headed to the house
for our booked tour.  The house
hadn’t been open last year so this
was our first opportunity to look

around the house which was the for-
mer home of the Bessborough family
for the majority of the last century.
       It is now cared for by a trust
which the 12th Earl chairs..  My wife
and I enjoyed looking around, particu-
larly the extensive and very up to the
minute servant areas.
      Back to the rally field and the cars.
There were examples of nearly all
models of the R-R marque and post-
Cricklewood Bentleys. Conspicuous
by their absence, there were no fast-
backs of either “R” or “S” types. That
one of each featured in the 2020 line
up of trophy winners might have ac-
counted for this. Certainly, in our case
we decided to bring our trusty Mk VI
instead.

Left: front row of
seven lines. Above:
Malcolm
Thackerey’s 1965
Silver Cloud III.
Pics: Gary Trinder
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No fewer than three Camargues could
be seen, a surprising number since
only 531 examples were produced
during the 11-year run from 1975.  My
particular interest was to see and
examine some lovely coachbuilt Mk
VIs, an interest stemming from my
on-going restoration of an early and
unique two-door coupé by Freestone
and Webb. The F&W coupé of Jack
Henley was therefore of especial
interest but I also very much admired
the Sports saloons of Martin Webster
(by H J Mulliner) and Len Medes
(Park Ward).
      Moving to this year’s trophy
winners: four Rolls-Royces this year
and a sole Bentley, that of Maurice
Brocklesby, an S3 Continental fhc by
MPW.   Best of Show went very
deservedly in my view to car 33, the
stunning Phantom II by Gurney
Nutting owned by Mike Mulford.
      Other trophy winners were car 6,
“Best Post-war car” listed in my
programme as a Silver Cloud 3
saloon but very obviously a

convertible, and a Cloud 1 or 2.  Car
306, not listed in my programme so I
have no details but noted the
wonderful Stephen Grebel headlights.
Finally, the car that the staff would
most like to take home, a Phantom 1
listed as being by coachbuilder
Cassini and Tonoic of whom I haven’t
heard.
     With trophies awarded, raffle
prizes distributed we, like most others,
cleared away the picnic paraphernalia
and headed home after what had
been a most enjoyable day out,
wonderful cars to look at, old friends
and acquaintances met, food and
drink consumed all under a sunny
sky.
 Congratulations and thanks to the
Central Southern, South Eastern and
Surrey Sections and secretary of the
meeting Ted Meachem for excellent
organisation..

Terry Unwin

On a fine day Stuart’s Corniche (centre) was the only convertible with the hood
up due to malfunction of the lowering mechanism..   The wandering South Coast
Stompers Jazz Band kept us entertained in swinging mood. Pics: Gary Trinder
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Worldwide suppliers of parts for
Rolls-Royce & Bentley Motor Cars

Tel: +44 (0) 1455 292949
Email: sales@flyingspares.co.uk

www.flyingspares.com



Mike Tandy of Ashley
Motor Repairs points out
the rogue wire on top of
the engine which was
causing the short circuit
and running away with
40 amps

“Bad news,” I’m afraid said Mike
Ashley, proprietor of Ashley

Motor Repairs.   My Corniche had
been at the garage for repair to a
coolant leak from one of the heater
hoses, and they had brought the car
back for me.  I could see it parked on
the road at the end of my drive so I
dreaded the worst.
 “Oh no, someone’s biffed it?” I
asked. “No,” he replied; “we can’t
start it.”
 This seemed very odd as they
had managed to drive it the six miles
back from Ashley, but it turned out
that on arrival at Milford the ignition
had mysteriously cut out.   After
about half an hour a truck arrived to
load the car on board and take it
back to Ashley, by which time it had
sorted itself out and was able to be
driven into the garage.  Clearly they
had to find out what was the cause,
and like all intermittent faults it defied
investigation.

 An electrical specialist was
called in and established that when
the short circuit was playing up it was
running away with 40 amps.  They
found the cause in the end - a bare
wire near the air conditioning
compressor had been intermittently
touching the engine, but what was it?
 After disconnecting it and
capping it off, everything was still
working .  The live wire seemed to
have no function.   I suspect it was
the power lead for an expensive
mobile telephone system fitted in the
early years of the car’s life, and
carelessly removed when the car
changed hands.
 VOR (Vehicle Off Road) was a
term all too familiar to me in my army
days in charge of 40 staff cars and
ambulances, and the Corniche had
been VOR for six weeks.

Stuart Bladon
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MEMBERS’
MOTORS

Six weeks VOR
Mysterious intermitent short circuit
in Stuart Bladon’s Corniche defied
attempts to identify it
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IVOR BLEANEY
OF THE NEW FOREST

Tel: 01794 390895          E-mail: ivorbleaney@msn.com

Please visit www.ivorbleaneyclassiccars.co.uk for further details and photos
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Established over 50 years

Simply Magnificent
1923 Rolls-Royce 20 hp
Landaulette, Coachwork by
Hooper. Awarded first place at
the 2019 Rolls-Royce National
Rally.  Her interior and exterior
are totally original and in
outstanding condition.
Mechanically she has been
maintained regardless of cost
with everything needing to be
done by Rolls-Royce experts
and she drives superbly having a very extensive history file. She has been in
her current ownership for the past 10 years and used sparingly for Rolls-
Royce meets and rallies. Recent work includes a complete rewire. New
Blockley tyres and her original dicto graph communication is in perfect working
condition. £59,500

 Really Stunning
1954 Bentley R-Type Automatic
4½-litre Full Flow Big Bore.
Finished in Shell over Tudor be-
ing the most popular colour
scheme for R Types with Red
leather interior piped in Cream

with matching carpets being totally restored some 15 years ago
with all new interior, bare metal re-spray all re-chromed; total me-
chanical overhaul a truly superb example well above the normal.
Factory sunroof, all original small and large tools. £39,950

See us at Beaulieu on 4th & 5th September
 stand DO2 & DO3
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On 25th November 2018 I
was part of a group

commemorating the end of the
First World War campaign in
East Africa. Why so late some
may ask considering that the
Armistice was at 11.00am on
11th November 1918.  The
answer is that the German
commander in East Africa
General Paul von Lettow-
Vorbeck was unaware fighting
had ended on the 11th and
continued the campaign in the
bush until the 25th when he
surrendered.

. After the success of the
Royal Navy Air Service Rolls–
Royce armoured cars, they were
accepted by the military in East
Africa, and four shipped to Mom-
basa with Lieutenant Nalder in
command while the remainder re-
turned to England. These cars
were standard Ghost chassis fit-
ted with a steel body made from
Beardmore armour plate with

stronger springs and Rudge Whit-
worth wire wheels, and they were
armed with a machine gun with
back up trucks carrying ammuni-
tion, food and water.

The early cars were not fitted
with starter motors, and batteries
were removed at night to be
charged. When starting, drivers
would prime the engine with the
starting handle and flick the ad-
vance and retard lever on the
steering column and hopefully the
engine would fire.

One of the few cars to
survive the rigours of the bush
apart from the Rolls was the
Model T Ford of which four
accompanied the armoured cars
together with three trucks
carrying the ammunition. The
transverse front suspension of
the Ford made driving over rough
country much easier than the
longitudinal springing of the
Ghost.  Driving a Ghost across a
dried up river bed was also
hazardous and the secret was to

The ROLLS-ROYCE
SILVER GHOST

ARMOURED CAR
in KENYA  1915 - 1916

Report by Kevin Patience
Concluded from Summer Edition



a r
mo

       Contd overleaf
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Four Rolls-Royce
armoured cars
were shipped to
Mombasa with
Lieut Nalder in
command

drive flat out in first gear with
enough momentum to carry it
across and up the other side.  How-
ever too big a bump at the bottom
resulted in the turret coming loose.

The four cars commanded by
Lt. Nalder became known as 10
(R.N.) Armoured Motor Battery,
two of which had been named Ark
Royal and Anne Gallant. According
to one report the tyres of the cars
were filled with a self-sealing com-
pound called Rubberine which
made them less susceptible to de-
flating from punctures and bullet
strikes. On arrival at Mombasa the
cars were off loaded, railed to Voi
and patrolled the new line.
     The Germans meanwhile ad-
vanced further into British territory
and established a second outpost
at Mbuyuni, 20 miles from Taveta.
They were now less than a day's
ride from Maktau, the main British
military camp. Not long after the

arrival of the cars, the Germans ran
into a Ghost and were driven off
with losses. A report by Nalder de-
tailing the car’s activities mentions
how the German African
askari  soldiers  began to fear the
cars calling them ‘Kifaru ya risasi’
(rhinoceros that spits bullets) and
referred to them as ‘Pepo’  (evil
spirits).
        Determined to counter them,
the enemy laid mines and dug pits
covered with branches in the hope
they would fall in, and on the dirt
road to Taveta trenches were dug
in echelon. However the cars could
take to the bush and make their
way around some of the obstacles.
One particular attempt to attack a
car ended with the German askaris
being forced to surrender and
when loaded into the back as pris-
oners, thoroughly enjoyed the ride
into captivity, never having ridden
in a vehicle before. A ride on a steel
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Silver Ghost armoured car ready for action.  It had thick armour plated panels

rhinoceros was going to be a great
talking point.

By 23rd June 1915 when the rail-
way reached Maktau, attacks had
eased and the cars were employed
scouting in front of the railhead towards
Mbuyuni. At night the enemy occasion-
ally crept close to the thorn fencing at
Maktau and fired through it to disrupt
the camp. Patrols continued using Tri-
umph motor cycles to scout ahead of
the cars, and Nalder's report for Janu-
ary 1916 shows the cars had seen
considerable action on a daily basis.
Occasional accidents including a car
overturning after hitting an ant bear
hole did little to affect their overall per-
formance and they played an important
part in over-running the German
trenches at Mbuyuni.  Nalder went on
to receive a commendation from Gen-
eral Malleson for his leadership in this
action.

In February the allies prepared for
a frontal attack on Salaita Hill, a Ger-
man observation post near Taveta. Let-

tow-Vorbeck had cleverly built a
dummy trench around the middle of the
hill, the remains of which can be seen
today. This fooled the allied command-
ers into thinking the Germans were on
the hill itself. When the attack began
after a heavy bombardment of the
slopes on 12th February 1916, by two
guns from HMS Pegasus, it was dis-
covered the enemy were dug in with
Maxim machine guns around the base.
Two cars had been deployed near the
German trenches at the base of the hill
and while manœuvring became aware
of a disorganised retreat by the South
African troops through the bush.
    Taking the initiative the cars drove
forward and succeeded in getting be-
hind the trenches and inflicting heavy
casualties. Suddenly one gun jammed
as its water jacket had been holed and
the other car was low on ammunition. It
was sheer luck that while backtracking
they were seen by two motor cyclist
scouts who guided them to safety.
       When stationary, the cars’ machine

Silver Ghost in Kenya Contd.
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gun fire was accurate and devastating,
but the Loyal North Lancashire  Regi-
ment war diary noted that the accuracy
vanished when fired on the move over
rough ground. The vehicles were best
used in conjunction with the mounted
infantry..

 When the ground allowed  a tac-
tical deployment, the armoured cars
were potent weapons and useful for
casualty evacuation under enemy fire.
The shambles at Salaita Hill was later
summed up by General Smuts who
had taken over command of the East
African forces in February when he
said,'The South African infantry had
learned some valuable lessons in bush
fighting, and also had opportunities to
estimate the fighting qualities of their
enemy'. Following the Salaita battle,
Lettow-Vorbeck began a rearguard ac-
tion retreating across the border back
into German East Africa with allied
troops under the South African Gener-
al van Deventer in hot pursuit.

From the reports it appears
Nalder's four cars remained at Maktau
until May when in dire need of an over-
haul they were sent to Nairobi work-
shops. By August two were
serviceable and railed to Korogwe
near Tanga in German East Africa to
support General Hoskins’ advance.
The other two followed later. Eight
more Rolls cars arrived in March 1916
and were hurriedly sent across the
border into German East Africa chas-
ing Lettow-Vorbeck. With the advance
into GEA the countryside changed and
sometime later it was decided that the
Rolls would be better employed in the
Middle East and were shipped out from
Dar es Salaam in 1917.

Around 130 Silver Ghost chassis
were modified to become armoured
cars and military transport and at the
end of the First World War many were
returned to civilian use while later post
war models of the 1920s ordered by
the War Office were modified and went
on to see service in the inter war period
in India, Iraq and Ireland with a number
seeing service during the Second
World War. It was a fitting tribute to a
car designed in 1905 and still running
nearly 40 years later. During WWII
some of the Ghost steel bodies were
removed and fitted to Fordson trucks
when spare parts for the cars were no
longer available.
Today there are no wartime exam-
ples in existence but five post war
Ghost armoured cars exist dating
from the 1920s. Three are service-
able, one owned by the Tank Mu-
seum at Bovingdon, Dorset and
another recently restored example
owned by the Irish Army displayed
at the Curragh Military Museum in
Eire. Another ex-Irish Army car has
been rebuilt with a steel replica
armoured body and named Tom
Keogh.  A third ex Irish Army chas-
sis is on display at the Schlumpf
Museum in Mulhouse, France, and
a derelict example is displayed in
the Cavalry Tank Museum in
Ahmednagar, India.

Kevin Patience
Overleaf Kevin provides a cut-
away annotated drawing of the
famous R-R Ghost armoured car



Car Storage in Purbeck
The storage units are in the village of East Stoke just off the A352 only 4 miles
West   Wareham, and within easy
distance of Weymouth, Dorchester. Access is very easy with a large concrete
area for turning vans or lrries.
All units have strip lighting and electric sockets if needed, with the electric usage
being metered.
 Please contact us for terms and rates:

Purbeck Self Storage

Telephone 07836 369969
www.purbeckselfstorage.co.uk

ADVT

Car Storage in Purbeck
The storage units are in the village of East Stoke just off the A352 only 4 miles
West   Wareham, and within easy
distance of Weymouth, Dorchester. Access is very easy with a large concrete
area for turning vans or lrries.
All units have strip lighting and electric sockets if needed, with the electric usage
being metered.
 Please contact us for terms and rates:

Purbeck Self Storage
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Car Storage in Purbeck
The storage units are in the village of East Stoke
just off the A352 only 4 miles West   Wareham,
within easy distance of Weymouth, Dorchester.
Access is very easy with a large concrete area
for turning vans or lorries.
All units have strip lighting and electric sockets if
needed, with the electric usage being metered.
 Please contact us for terms and rates:

Purbeck Self Storage
Telephone 07836 369969

www.purbeckselfstorage.co.uk
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Doing the Continental
Brian Palmer reveals one of his

favourite post-war classics

One of my personal All-Time Greats is the
post-war Bentley R-Type Continental - it

just shrieks of class, elegance and supreme
roadability. A true gentleman’s express.

Under WO Bentley’s regime, his cars were
race-proved muscular sporting thoroughbreds,
but when Rolls-Royce took on the
marque name they became nattily-
suited Royces with just a soupcon of
get-up-and-go. They were even
marketed as The Silent Sports Car.

Maybe the company realised that
this aspect of the Bentley marque had
been a little too suppressed so, in the
late Thirties, attempts were made to
use streamlining techniques to carve
their way through to the upper
echelons of performance.

A wealthy Greek was encouraged
to spend some of his own money on
an airline saloon built by Parisian

coach builder Portout to the designs
of Georges Paulin, a talented
amateur aerodynamicist.  How he
combined this with his day-job as a
dentist is not entirely known. I once
had the honour and pleasure of
driving this striking vehicle which
could equip itself equally well at Le
Mans and as a daily driver.

Encouraged by this experience
another streamlined Paulin Bentley,
dubbed Corniche, was commissioned
by the company but crashed while
testing  in northern France in 1939.
The car was trailered to Dieppe, for

Sad end to the Bentley
Corniche on test in
northern France.  The
wreckage was trans-
ported to Dieppe for
repairs, later to be
destroyed by German
bombs  And no, Brian
wasn’t driving it; he
hadn’t yet been born!
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Shrieks of class, elegance and supreme roadability. A true gentleman’s express
Pic: Courtesy of Frank Dale & Stepsons.

repairs, where it was apparently
destroyed during German bombing.

A Corniche II model was under
development after the war and
announced in the summer of 1951
based on the 4.5-litre Bentley R-Type
chassis that followed the following
year. This car’s bodywork was
penned by Rolls-Royce styling chief
John Blatchley featuring superb
flowing lines that have seldom been
bettered.  Mind you, the churlish may
point to a 1948 Cadillac fastback to
which it bore a superficial
resemblance.

HJ Mulliner & Co of Chiswick
were leaders in the field of lightweight
body construction, abandoning a

traditional heavy ash frame in favour
of aluminium tubing. Unbelievably this
substantial body weighed-in at just
750 lbs. Mild engine tuning, a final
drive offering 27 mph per 1,000 rpm,
plus a 300 lb weight advantage over
the standard saloon and a far cleaner
shape suggested something special.

In 1952 a near two-ton luxury
motor car that topped 115 mph, while
dashing from 0-60 mph in just 10.8
seconds, was little short of a
sensation. Yet the Bentley
Continental, as it was named, was
every bit as refined and docile as the
‘ordinary’ Bentley saloon. And there
was nothing cheese-paring about this
by way of luxurious accoutrements.

Doing the Continental, Contd
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Driving

“My’ Bentley Continental dated from
November 1954 and was supplied to
the Countess of Suffolk. Records show
that it had a steering column 2ins longer
than standard, a scuttle-mounted radio
aerial and two additional high frequency
horns operated by a floor pedal.

Later this car passed through such
captains of industry as Peter Cadbury,
directors of Beaverbrook Newspapers
and Lilly & Skinner, before crossing the
herring pond where an American owner
livened up his trophy with brilliant white
paint and black upholstery. The car
returned to the UK in 1988 where a
well-known enthusiast and purveyor of
fine cars returned the Continental to its

original dark blue/beige leather
specification.

Of the 208 made between 1952 and
1955, 108 sold in the UK, 33 went to
France, 28 to the USA and 24 to
Switzerland.  So the chances of seeing
one of these supercars when new were
pretty slim. Today we call them R-Type
Continentals but this was only in
retrospect to differentiate them from the
subsequent S-Type.

‘My’ Continental had the larger 4.9-
litre, six cylinder engine introduced in

Interior of the Continental shows rather
plain looking seats, manual gear
change on the right, and the timed self-
cancelling indicators switch on top of
the elegant polished walnut facia panel

Pic: Courtesy of Frank Dale & Stepsons
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July 1954. The gear lever is down on the
floor to the right of the seat. This manual
gear change is one of the breed’s
superlative creations being incredibly
tactile to use - how often can that be said
today?

And yet there is such an ample
spread of torquey power available that
use of the gearbox is rendered almost
pointless. The S-Type that followed
adopted GM automatic transmission
almost universally.

The engine for all of its latent power
is not unduly hushed or as silkily remote
as today’s Bentleys - sound and
vibration isolation techniques have made
tremendous advances. Bentley did not
try to expunge all thought that you were
in a driving machine - just one that was
beautifully honed to as near perfection
as it was then possible.

The chassis feels incredibly alive,
too, for such a big and prestigious status
symbol. The steering - which is
unassisted - is just light enough for the
car to be manageable yet not so remote
as to be uncommunicative. You always
know where the front wheels are pointing
and you sense through the seat of your
cavalry twills how the car is behaving.

The steering will writhe a little
between your fingers over some
surfaces but this is what makes this
system so much more alive and reminds
you that this is still, for all of its size, a
sporting machine for the keen driver.

This sums-up the suspension, too.
Already biased towards firm, a lever on
the steering wheel boss can manually
adjust the damper settings to firmer still.
And it really is quite astonishing how this
bulky barouche can be hustled through a
series of bends. The ethos is to deliver

driver pleasure over a range of speeds
and it certainly delivers.

At the same time the lavish
armchairs soak up the bumps with such
aplomb that your passengers will, remain
blissfully unaware of your momentum.

The servo-assisted drum brakes
haul this 34 cwt projectile down from
high speeds like a guiding God-like
hand - and this at a time when terminal
brake fade was the biggest deterrent to
high speed motoring.

Living with the Bentley, it is clear that
the company’s fine attention to detail will
also continue to please an owner long
after the initial thrill of its seductive looks
and surprising dynamics have waned
just a little. Beautiful inlaid cabinetwork,
clear instrumentation includes dials for
oil level as well as temp and pressure.

There’s the everyday pleasure in
operating the high-geared window
winders, the density of the chrome-
plated fittings that you can really feel as
well as see, the ease of closing the
bonnet panels with beautifully
engineered internal levers, and the pre-
engaged starter that brings the engine to
life as discreetly as a cough from an
aged family retainer.

The sad part about trying so many
dream cars is that they often fall short in
the reality department. Or after an
extended time their initial allure wears
off. I’ve driven several Bentley R-Type
Continentals in my time and they serve
only to fuel not douse my admiration.

Now if my lottery ticket would only
behave itself, I might just have the
answer to future happiness

.

Brian Palmer

Continental concluded from p 37
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